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Reference
Guidelines



Signatures Element
Our signatures are the most prominent of the FSRD Usakti brand. 
That's why it's vitally important to use them correctly and consistently. 
Each signature is a piece of custom-designed artwork that can be 
downloaded at www.fsrd.trisakti.ac.id. 

The FSRD Usakti signature consists of three elements ; FSRD Usakti 
logotype, geometric element, and descriptor.

Logotype

SignatureGeometric Element

Descriptor



Signatures Configurations
Our description logo has a preferred signature configuration; use it 
whenever possible. However, our signatures must also accomodate a 
wide range of uses, from business cards to faculty car. 

To use for business needs and special use (horizontal) configuration 
are available at www.fsrd.trisakti.ac.id

Preferred
(Normal logo)

Special Use 
(Horizontal logo)



Signatures Clear Space

1cm

Our faculty stands out from the crowd, and so does our 
signature. To create maximum visuality, keep the space 
around the FSRD Usakti signature free from other text 
and graphics. 

The clear space on each side of the signature should 
always be equal to or greater than the X-letter.

Preferred
(Normal)

Special Use 
(Horizontal)



Signatures Color Variations
The colors specified in FSRD Usakti signatures can be used 
as backgrounds for one-color; Dark colors are represented 
by black and grey and Light colors  are represented by white 
and turquoise.   

Only approved artwork should be used ; download it from 
www.fsrd.trisakti.ac.id

 Grey Background Turquoise Background 

White BackgroundBlack Background



Identity Typography
As the FSRD Usakti brand has evolved, so has our use of 
type. DinPRO, our primary typeface, sets a confident, 
clean tone and clear for FSRD Usakti communications. It 
also supports a wide range of applications.

Use DinPRO family type like Reguler,dan Bold for all 
printed communications. DinPRO typeface that can be 
downloaded at  www.fsrd.trisakti.ac.id 

Primary Typeface

DinPRO Reguler
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

DinPRO Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789



Identity Color
Color shows our spirit and promotes brand recognition. 

Our powerful corporate colors, FSRD Usakti Turquoise 
and FSRD Usakti Grey, reinforce the stature of our faculty.

TUR-
QUOISE

R41
G185
B165

C72
M1
Y45
K1

PANTONE SOLID COATED
7465 C

GRAY

R146
G148
B151

C45
M36
Y35
K1

PANTONE SOLID COATED
423 C



Positioning The Logo
Below are some standard formats displaying the minimum size 
when the brand is being treated as the lead message. 
The logo (FSRD Usakti) should be scaled to the various column 
widths and can move up or down within those column guides.

However preference is that the Logo should always appear on the 
top left of any communication when it is being used as the lead 
message, ensuring the viewer reads the logo first.

Preferred
(Normal logo)

Special Use 
(Horizontal logo) Example:

Logo placement
on a dark background 

1 cm

1 cm

1 cm

1 cm
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